
 

Tinsel  
 
Season 1 
Episodes: 156  Duration: 24’  

 
Superiority and Dominance 
 
Synopsis:  
This drama series is outstandingly original. Set in the 
glamorous and fast paced world of film making, a tale of drama, 
intrigue, romance, deception, betrayal and triumph. With a 
stellar cast that you will love to hate. It centres around the 
energetic and enigmatic Fred Ade-Williams, founder of 
Nigeria's biggest independent film company "Reel Studios" who 
gets drawn into a battle of wills with daring newcomer Brenda 
"Nana" Mensah, whose beauty and intelligence is only 
surpassed by her drive to transform her film company "Odyssey 
Pictures" into a dominant force. 
 
Episode: 1/156  Duration: 24’  Rating: PG16   
 
Episode Synopsis:   
Fred lies unconscious after brain surgery surrounded by loved 
ones while Reginald recovers from a gunshot wound in the 
same hospital. An angry Brenda confronts Titi over her 
paternity. Amaka starts her first day as C.O.O of Reel studios to 
mixed reactions from Reel staff while Angela bribes an orderly 
to gain access to Reginald’s ward. Ziggy reacquaints himself 
with old flame Yasmin at fancy new spa Mirage co-owned with 
newcomer Sheila Davenport. 
 



Episode: 2/156  Duration: 24’  Rating: PG16 
 
Episode Synopsis: 
Soji tells Chuks that he and Telema have decided to move in to 
together. Monica and Brenda run into each other outside Fred’s 
ward. Angela’s discovery of Reginald’s divorce papers 
resurrects hope of reconciliation with Reginald. Philip questions 
Brenda’s paternity. 

 
Episode: 3/156  Duration: 24’  Rating: PG16 
 
Episode Synopsis: 
Philip struggles to keep Reel Studio’s partnership with World 
Movies afloat and warns Brenda to stay away from his family. 
Chuk goes missing. Ziggy suspects foul play. Amaka and 
Susan discover Angela’s secret visits to Reginald’s ward. Soji 
and Telema decide to take a break to Obudu Mountain Resort 
in Calabar.Ziggy’s ex, Yasmin gets a surprise visit from her 
domineering brother, Masters. 
 
Episode: 4/156  Duration: 24’  Rating: PG16 
 
Episode Synopsis: 
Conflict ensues between Philip and Amaka as they argue over 
how to save the co-production venture with World Movies. 
Angela starts a rumour at Reel Studios when she leaks news of 
World Movies pull out of the deal. Telema and Soji holiday on 
Obudu Cattle Ranch. Ziggy’s ex-girlfriend Yasmin pleads with 
her nefarious brother, Masters, to spare his life. 
 
 
 
 
 
 


